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how swipeable how fluctuant additive and casual
the capital's dreamlands of order are covered with mirrors,
once inside, one can only reflect reflections and ask for less exposure,
such an absurd demand, appearances are representation’s commodity,
we need that, we need to fit and adapt, satisfy, assume, condemn
and differentiate ourselves from the anomaly
smart cultures produce paid content
a showroom of empty values
phoney rhetoric jelly
smart courtrooms are open twenty four hours a day
with integrated color schemes for justice
if I judge you, is on false promises
down in the depths the trial is recurring and exhausts all my resources
whoever controls the factors of justice, controls my memory and sensors
I'm a law-abiding citizen running backwards

## JusticeEntagledByIdeologicalDebris ## RubberBarriersTargetPoliticalVariants ##

IdeologicalPlexusSucks ##

the court is chronologically displaced and reflects a nameless structure
I wear barbarian make-up, drink barbarian water, say barbarian jokes,
I keep track of sentences that cancel me, I judge the judge who spies on me,
there is no money in it, unless that judge saves money by canceling my culture

## AmendTheChargesNow ## UnplugGenetics ## ReformYourSmartJustice ##

Themis, with the ancient social bond tail,
com out of the ash and fire debris, the cleared land,
the wind farms, the slaughterhouses, the prisons,
let the pigs escape from their narrow farrowing crates,
resurrect the tortured and the slain, hold wakes for the dead,
dance with the monkeys during thunderstorms, dwell in herds,
hunt down the poachers before they get away, throw away our carcasses

## ThemisWandersThroughTheBurningComplex ## I Wish I Had A Tail ##

I'm giving you a picture of that which gapes wide open,
that which is vast and may generate some kind of rupture

## A List Of Reactions Revealing A Broken Chain ##
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